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Roger Martin leads a busy life. He’s dean of the Rotman School of Management at the University of Toronto, a professor at the school, and a successful author. His most recent book, *The Design of Business: Why Design Thinking Is the Next Competitive Advantage* (Harvard Business Press, 2009) is a best-seller among business books at Amazon. He serves on several corporate boards, consults with corporations, writes extensively on design, and is a regular writer for BusinessWeek.com, The Washington Post’s On Leadership blog, and *The Financial Times*. Dubbed an “Innovation Guru” by *Business Week*, Martin has a multifaceted perspective on business and innovation. The following is an excerpt from a 90-minute conversation during a recent visit Martin made to Steelcase Global Headquarters in Grand Rapids, Mich.
Why do so many companies fail at being innovators?

They've gotten really good at what I call reliability functions: production processing, cost cutting, efficiency, etc., which is the business of exploiting the ideas of the past. Innovation is about exploring new ideas that haven't been proven and can't yet be measured. Some companies are dreaming in Technicolor that they're going to be turned on a dime just because they want innovation. To succeed at innovation, you have to be willing to accept an idea even though you really can't be certain it will work.

So, how do you become more innovative?

Company culture is critical. If someone tries something brand new and it doesn't work, and the next day her career's lying on the floor with a bullet hole in it, word gets around fast that risk taking should be avoided. Management has to make sure that things like that don't happen. What did she bet on that turned out not to be the case? As long as she's learning, that behavior should be encouraged and rewarded.

How can space help?

Corporations could take on some of the personalities of design shops. If you go into IDEO or Frog Design or Design Continuum, they've got movable walls and reconfigurable workspaces – places that are flexible and support experimentation. Collaboration is another thing. Project teams have to be able to feel like they can work together and collaborate. Another need is transparency. When A. G. Lafley became CEO of Procter & Gamble, he had the executive space ripped back to the girders. He converted half of it into a corporate learning center, and the rest is open plan for the executives. He was sending a big signal: “We are going to change. We are going to be more collaborative, more creative.”

When you go into that space now, it’s a beehive of activity. People are wandering around, they can work together, stop by one another’s offices. There’s a lot of stuff happening. That all represents the transformation of P&G, and you've seen the results they've posted over the past decade.

What other things do innovative companies do?

They have a lot of ideas, and they don’t converge on one very quickly. They look for real variety up front. Everybody’s asked to contribute. That’s something that I see all innovative companies do. The front end of the funnel is a really wide one and they're willing to consider very disparate ideas, versus us business types who try to converge on what’s the best idea quickly so we can push it the farthest and fastest. Real innovators just don’t do that.

Why are you getting designers coming to business school?

One of the reasons is to learn the vocabulary. Many non-financial business people want to learn marketing and finance terminology, so that they can go to talk to the CFO and not feel that they are hearing incomprehensible bafflegab – for example financial ratios they don’t understand. They come to learn a language system that enables them to communicate with business people.

You’re an advocate for more broad-based education.

I just don’t think that we’re being sensible about the level of specialization that people are seeking these days. There is a dogma out there that the most important thing to do is to get good at one thing. “Don’t be a jack of all trades and master of none,” and all that. I despair at how specialized so many of our students are. Instead, you should, for example, take history as an undergrad and design at a master’s level, so you can pull from those two bodies of knowledge. It makes sense to have a certain level of specialization, but you have to have cross-cutting knowledge and skills.
What’s your next book about?
I’m doing two books. One is kind of an antidote to books on execution that say business strategy doesn’t really matter, that performance is all about execution. I think those books are wrong. They have an implicit premise that, if you’ve got a good strategy, then you just have to focus on execution. But they don’t ask the question: What if you don’t have a good strategy, will execution get you anywhere? You could execute the wrong thing. So this book is about how Procter & Gamble got turned around through strategy.

And the other?
How capitalism is being made ineffective by a crazy over-emphasis on maximizing shareholder value. About 30 years ago there was a movement to get managers to focus on shareholder value, with little regard for other stakeholders such as customers, employees, suppliers, society at large, and so forth. The theory was that shareholder maximization should be the clear goal of companies. And to make sure that’s the case, companies gave senior management stock-based compensation, options, and the like to align their interests with shareholders. I argue that you cannot maximize shareholder value perpetually, because shareholder value is about expectations of the future, and you cannot keep on beating expectations.

What’s the alternative?
I mapped out the 30 years before 1976, before we had this theory. How did shareholders do versus 30 years after? The answer is shareholders did better when we weren’t trying to maximize shareholder value. But would you go to work to try and make a better-suited environment so people could be more comfortable, more healthy, more productive, to help grow this economy?